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Presidential election
rerun after appeal
By Blaine Townsend
The results of the April 8, ASB Presi
dential primary showed a spread of 38
votes in the election results with Chris
Eberhart receiving 334, Paul Briggs 327
and Tony Abbatangelo receiving 296. In
light of the narrow vote margin (35% to
31%) the possibility of voting procedure
problems which might have changed the
results of the elections arose. With that'
possibility in mind, presidential candidate
Tony Abbatangelo appealed the election.
His appeal was brought in front of the
USD Senate on April 10, after the original
primary was completed. The Senate
voiced enough support behind the appeal
to approve a motion establishing an Elec
tion Ad-hoc Senate Sub-Committee to
consider the issue. The outcome was a 4 to
1 vote in support of holding the new presi
dential elections yesterday and today.
In Wednesday night's primary,
Abbatangelo and Eberhart made it to the
Thursday runoff getting 376 and 237
votes, respectively. Briggs came in with
202 votes in the revamped election.
The specific purpose of the Committee,
as stated by the Secretary of Justice Kevin
Rapp, was "to determine whether enough
substantial evidence exists to declare this
(4/8/86) presidential election valid or in
valid."
The Committee was comprised of five
students who were approved and selected
by the Senate, each with one vote. In ad
dition, Sister Miriam from Student Affairs
and Secretary of Justice Kevin Rapp sat on
the committee, although neither were able
to vote on the matter.
The details of the appeal read at the
Senate meeting were as follows:
(1) Phi Kappa Theta had a table within 1-3
feet of the elections table, was asked to
move, moved, but was still within distance
to influence voting.
(2) Election officials were actively influen
cing to vote towards one candidate.
(3) Supporters of Chris Eberhart were
standing around the polls suggesting that
people vote for him.
(4) Posters were ripped off doors while
literature for Paul Briggs shoved under
neath.
(5) Completed ballots were unfolded and
looked at by election officials, possibly in
timidating potential voters.
Six written and signed affadavits from
students who voted in the election were
presented at the ad hoc meeting as support
of Tony Abbatangelo's appeal. One alleg
ed that while voting, "supporters of one

candidate were surrounding the voting
tables" in essence making the voter feel
"pressured".
Along the same lines, a second affidavit
reported similarly that supporters of one
candidate were being vocal around the
voting tables. ASB Election by-laws
specifically state that no campaigning can
take place within 100 feet of the voting
tables.
Another affadavit dealt with a voter's
observation of six members of a certain
organization standing around the voting
tables verbally influencing voters to vote
for a candidate who is a member of their
organization."
The final allegations dealt with the elec
tion committee workers at the table look
ing at the marked ballots before initialing _
it and placing it in the pile. Election com
mittee rules do not instruct the workers at
the tables to look at the marks on the
ballot. The remaining affadavit dealt with
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Voters lined up in droves on Wednes
day to vote in the rerun of the ASB
Presidential primary. Election pro
cedures were quite different this time, as
each voter placed his own ballot in the
ballot box.
campaign poster violations.
In addition, two pieces of verbal
testimony were also included for review.
In speaking for voters not present, a
spokesman for the appeal said, "one
witness felt so intimidated that she had to
walk to another table to vote." Also, a
voter was reported as saying they "could
not distinguish between the voting table
and the table that was sponsored by (Phi
Kappa Theta.)"
The 4 to 1 vote came after deliberation
on the testimonies in the affidavits and

tne two vocal accounts. However, tor
more "pertinent deliberation" five main
allegations of the appellate were reviewed
(1) Table of influential organizations
within 100 ft. of the polls.
(2) Election Committee workers actively
influencing voting.
(3) Candidates' supporters hanging
around polls, trying to influence voters.
(4) Posters destroyed.
(5) Ballots not treated as private by Elec
tion workers.
It was these points which were discussed

in the ad hoc committee and presented
with their 4 to 1 vote to an emergency
Senate meeting on the morning of April
11. The Senate approved the Committee's
recommendation that the appeal be af
firmed and they followed that with a ma
jority vote to confirm it. As a result, the
new election was scheduled for yesterday
and today.
An additional appeal was filed regarding
the Student Organization election, but the
Senate felt the circumstances did not
justify the same action.
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"Dear America": Letters from Nicaragua?!?
There are a lot of people who are
rather concerned with the current ad
ministration's rhetoric about the
situation in Nicuaragua. In fact, with
our soldiers (called "advisors") now
transporting Honduran troops, many
believe we are going down the same

My side of
the coin
By Mark Combs
path that led us into Vietnam. While
the Liberal Arts education here at
USD covers such topics as causes of
war and negotiations to end wars,
seldom do we encounter the realities
of war. The following have been
taken from the book Dear America,
Letters Home From Vietnam, edited by
Bernard Edelman. While the "horrors
of war" don't necessarily rule out war
as an option, we should at least con
sider them while we talk about help

ing the "freedom
Nicuaragua.

fighters"

in

The whole thing was morbidly
fascinating, and during the whole
exchange I was never scared,
which scares me now. 1 think
that the whole thing was that for
once you could actually see your
enemy, which doesn't happen
too often in this war, and the on
ly thought in my mind was to
nail him before he nailed me.
There was simply no room for
fear. We came back with one
chopper losing fuel and oil, with
an underbelly in pieces—miracu
lously—no one was hurt. The
Cobras who worked the area
over as we left took fire from .51
cal MGs (machine guns), yet the
major who asked for the opera
tion insisted we go in—11 men to
assault a battalion!! IfIget the op
portunity, I'll tell you honestly
thatI will kill that son-of-a-bitch.
I have more hatred and contempt
for him than I ever thought I
could possibly feel for any human
being. If there's one thing I can't

Those that live by the sword
By Chris Toward
Dear Mommar:
Well, it finally happened. You finally
pushed us over the brink. Or maybe you
thought that we would never really attack.
Maybe you don't think very much at all.
What did you think the United States
was going to do, sit idly by while you ran
domly murdered our countrymen? Even
though we forgot to speak softly this time,
you should have known that we like to
carry a big stick. Perhaps you thought that
Jimmy Carter was still our president and
that we would react with an economic
boycott? Did you really think that the
American people would casually dismiss
the continuous murdering of innocent
people?
In coming days and weeks you will cry
for the lives that were lost in our attack,
but I find it difficult to feel pity for you.
Did you feel pity for the people that were
killed by your cowardly bombs. I think
not, for already many of you are vowing to
avenge yourselves.
Perhaps your actions were spurred by
nationalism, but nationalism implies that

you are proud of your nation. If you look
at yourselves, I don't think you will find
much to be proud of.
We have no wish to continue battling
you, but we shall, rather than live in fear
of your petty acts. Instead,Ihave some ad
vice for you: try to control your anger,
because it will ultimately destroy you. You
have nothing to gain from being our
enemies, yet you have everything to gain
from our friendship. Lay to rest your
anger and exercise the virtue called
forgiveness. Overthrow all those who
stand in your way because your well-being
is secondary to the feeding of their insane
egos.
The feeble-minded and weak-willed seek
violence as the sole means to an end, andI
don't think that you are either. But you
let the action of your leaders drown out
your true character.
You may choose not to take my advice.
You may choose to continue murdering
people, but be prepared for defeat.
Should you choose to continue down a
violent path, ask yourselves why you do
what you do and ask yourselves if you
want to dedicate your lives to violence.

STIG-M/1 VVE.E.
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abide, it's an armchair leader who
sends his men off to die on hope
less, meaningless operations. To
be killed is one thing, to die
senselessly another. The major
piloting the lead ship refused to
reinsert us and put us all in for
medals with "V" for valor for the
way we helped out his door gun
ners in their hour of need. I'd put
him in for sainthood for having
the guts to tell his superior to go
to hell, that he didn't want 11
men on his conscience, and
under no circumstances was he
going to put us on the ground.I
would definitely give credit for all
of us coming out of that in one
piece to Almighty God. We defi
nitely had an unseen passenger
riding with us that day. If they
had opened up 10 seconds later,
we'd all still be out there. It's as
close as I've been yet to hell, andI
hope it's as close as I'll ever be.
Killed in Action, 1970
We reached the river without in
cident. It was now impassable.

We were cut off from our base
and requested a helicopter eva
cuation with priority for 30 cases
of immersion foot, many of
which had begun to bleed
because of the constant water.
We were all in sad shape now. I
know that at one point, my feet
were about to crack open, my sto
mach knotted by hunger and
diarrhea, my back feeling like a
mirror made of nerves shattered
in a million pieces by my flak
jacket, pack, and extra mortars
and machine gun ammo, my
hands a mass of hamburger from
thorn cuts, and my face a mass of
welts from:; mosquitos, I desired
greatly to throw down every
thing, slump into the water-of the
paddy, and sob. I remember a
captain, an aviator, who, obser
ving a group of grunts toasting
the infantry in a bar, said, "You
damned infantry think you're the
only people who .exist." You're
damned right we do.
David Westphall
Killed in Action, 1968

Yes we have no VISTA
It's 6:30 p.m. Thursday—do you
know where your VISTA is?
Well, unfortunately, it has been sit
ting at the VISTA office all afternoon
waiting to be distributed. Our
publisher (the USD administration)
decided for us that we should not cir
culate this issue until after the polls
close on Thursday night.
The reasoning behind the delay on
the paper was that the content of the
election article might influence voters
and spark yet another appeal, which,
of course, none of us want.
Our job here at the VISTA,
however, is to get information to the
USD student body and faculty in the
most timely manner possible. Telling
people that there is going to be a new
election after that election is already
over isn't exactly timely.
This year's election, specifically in
the presidential contest, has been a
total disaster. And the most irritating
part of it is that this year's snafu is not
anybody's fault, really—Election
Chairman Jim Wingrove and his Elec
tion Committee were just doing
things the way the election has always
been run.
Those people, as well as the ASB
Senate should be commended for say
ing, "We aren't doing this right, let's
fix it."
If you voted this Wednesday and
Thursday, you might have noticed
the change from the informal way it
was done the week before. This week,
the booths were more private and
each voter placed their own ballot in
to the box. Hey, almost like a real
election, huh?
Unless there is another appeal (God
forbid), be ready for your VISTA at
1:00 p.m. next Thursday.

John Schlegel
VISTA Editor
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Sucking blood from the vain
On April 22 and 23 from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m., the San Diego Blood Bank will
be on campus. In the past, USD turn
out for blood drives has been very
poor. This alarming fact has come to
the attention of myself and fellow
members of a B.A. 101 business
group. We intend to do something
about this lack of enthusiasm
Our mission is to organize and
manage a successful drive. We will at
tempt to notify the entire school of
the drive, thus eliminating the excuse,
"Well...l didn't know". Arrange
ments have been made for teachers to
give announcements in class, and
some are even willing to wear the
donor T-shirts. Several days prior to
the drive, tables will be set up in front
of Camino taking pledges on a time
schedule to allow convenience for all.
However, appointments will not be
necessary. By the advertising efforts of
our business group, no stone will be
left unturned.
Giving blood, to quote the cliche,
"Is a gift of life." Due to the advance
ment of many surgical techniques, the

need for blood is ever-increasing. Life
saving blood only can come from
human donors and must be used
within 35 days of a donation. For this
reason, blood drives are extremely im
portant. The only way to have a suc
cessful drive is to have a large donor
turnout. The benefits of being a
donor are many! It is an invaluable
service to the community and is of
critical importance to the patient who
recieves the precious "gift of life".
Donors are also eligible for the Blood
Assurance Plan. This provides one of
the best health protections available,
by ensuring that if a donor or any
member of their immediate family is
ever in need of blood, they will be
provided with any amount needed at
no charge. A blood donation is truly
a gift which can be shared by many!
All we ask is to have generous support
from the entire U.S.D. faculty and
student body. Let us all try to make
this a productive and "successful"
blood drive.
Signed
Charlie Malet

Andrade defends God & Heaven
Dear Editor:
With regard to Chris Toward's article in
the VISTA of April 10, 1986 entitled "Are
God and Heaven Important?", I would
like to applaud and agree with the idea
behind his article, but my agreement ends
there. The article ends with the author
asking several questions. In the same
spirit, I would like to present several ques
tions and other observations of what I
assert to be a grossly perverse and mis
leading article.
The first line of this article, namely,
"Man is a profit-seeking creature", may be
the greatest gratuitous assumption of all
time. There is a feeble attempt to convince
the reader that man, as a matter of fact, is
a profit seeking creature. The arguments
for this premise only give examples of
times when a man may be acting in a pro
fit seeking action, but in no way, shape, or
form does it show that man is essentially a
profit seeking creature.
My second point is that there is no
religious person on earth who would ac
cept the definition of religion presented in
the article, namely that [religion is "a set
of moral assertions that is accompanied by
a set of stories".] The last time I examined
religion, there was something called belief
and worship that were essential to the
definition of religion. One cannot have a
religion if there is no rite of worship, by
definition. Lastly, to say that "religions
differ only in the stories they tell to il-

lustrate their code of ethics" shows a total
lack of education of world religions and
their rituals. This assertion is totally made
without any support.
Furthermore, the article states that "the
goodness of religion lies in the action it
professes not in the nature of the reward
or realization it offers". Granted, one of
the good points of religion is its call to a
moral stance, but it is not "the goodness"
of religion, nor is it the most important. Is
not the most important part of religion
worship and belief in a God, and with this
belief comes a certain way of acting? Then
the article goes on to say that "striving to
fulfill the code of ethics is still the primary
goal of religion in life". An ethical system
and a religion are not the same thing.
Ethics is part of religion; it is not religion,
nor is it equal to it in any way.
Lastly, I have several answers to the
questions that are presented in the last
section of the article. In answer to ques
tion number one: first of all, if the author
had done some research, he' would have
discovered that religion outdates ethical
codes and that in the major religions,
ethical codes were imposed only after the
religion had stated its set of religious doc
trines and beliefs. The answer to the se
cond question lies in the material that is
written on rituals. In short, the purpose of
ritual is to remind us of not only what is
believed, but why it is believed. Does the

Continued on Page 7

Spring Fling: N o pains i n t h e grass
Dear Editor:
Days like Sunday are why I went to col
lege in Southern California. There was
some really good music to listen and dance
to, the sun was shining, everybody was
just hanging out having fun—doing what
ever. Soccer balls were flying along with
kites and frisbees.
For those of you who don't know what I
am talking about, last Sunday was the first
annual "Concert on the Green". The
ASB with Bus 101 students and Delta
Sigma Pi worked really hard to pull ihis
off—which isn't very easy when you're do
ing something for the first time. But every
thing went great. Sunday was just what

USD needed to break up the last part of
the semester before finals.
It wasn't just the students working at
the concert who proved themselves.
Everybody who attended was super. There
were no problems with anything. Students
even cleaned up after themselves as they
left.
So thanks to all the students who
worked to put this on—you were perfect
and thanks to all the students who came
out to have fun, you were even better.
Thanks to everyone, USD has started a
great tradition.
Sincerely,

Mary Stuyvesant

Letters to
the Editor
Biology professor G r a v e s d e f e n d e d
Dear Editor:
As a female student at USD I feel it is
important that only the most qualified
professors are hired and kept on the facul
ty. It has come to my attention that a
female biology professor is actively being
sought to fill a genetics position on the
biology faculty in order to more evenly
balance the number of male and female
professors in this department, and to
assure that appropriate role models exist
for both the male and female students.
Last fall I took a genetics class from a
temporary male professor, Dr. John
Graves, and I feel it would be to USD's ad
vantage to keep this professor. I felt he was
a wonderful and appropriate role model.
In my mind, the criteria for a good role
model should include the following: 1)
commitment to ones particular field of
study; 2) a genuine interest and ex
uberance toward teaching; 3) a continued
interest in the field as evidenced by other
activities outside of teaching (i.e. research
and publications) and 4) an ability to com
municate information to students in both
an interesting and understandable
fashion.
Dr. Grave's commitment to the biolo
gical sciences is perhaps best reflected in
his decision to forego an opportunity to
attend medical school in order to continue
pursuit of biological research in genetics.
His commitment to teaching is well re
flected in the effort which he put forth to
present organized and interesting genetics
lectures.
Dr. Grave's interest in student welfare
went beyond the "call-of-duty" as he of
fered special problem solving and exam
review sessions and made it clear that he
was available for helping students outside

of classtime. His interest and excitement
with the biological sciences was obvious as
he often spoke of the research he was con
ducting. This sort of infectious attitude is
perhaps a key attribute to a good role
model.
His interest and commitment to biology
goes well beyond his teaching assignment
as evidenced by ongoing research he con
ducts at Scripps Institute of Oceano
graphy in genetics. Such outside research
often encourages students to view their
professor not only as a teacher, but also as
a scientist, thus enhancing their image of
that person as a role model. In addition, it
encourages student interest in the vitally
important, but often unglamorous field of
basic research.
Given my experience with Dr. Graves as
a biology instructor, I believe that he not
only meets, but exceeds these criteria for a
good role model.
From this discussion, it is clear, that an
individual's gender has little bearing on
his/her effectiveness as a role model. And
after discussing this issue with other USD
students it was clear that a large majority
echoed the sentiments presented in this
letter. Moreover, they agreed that a pro
fessor's gender made little difference in
how they perceived that individual as a
role model.
As a result of these "informal discus
sions", I decided, on my own accord, to
circulate a petition aimed at keeping Dr.
Graves on the faculty (which was signed
by more than 25 students); transmitting a
message from the students that the best
hiring policy is one concerned with bring
ing to USD only the most qualified
individuals.
Leah Estberg

Redneck writes reply
Dear Editor:
I am responding on behalf of the article
that was printed in the April 10th edition
entitled—Meeting Bakersfield Whores. I
thought that this article, written by Arian
Collins, was so ridiculous that it didn't
even deserve to be printed in the humor
sectioij, which isn't saying too much. I am
from Bakersfield, and I, along with other
students from Bakersfield, really resent
you for writing about a city about which
you know very little. I am the first one to
admit that Bakersfield is not the most ex
citing place in the world, but it definitely
does not deserve any abuse from someone
who visited there a year and a half ago.
Bakersfield gets enough abuse from
Johnny Carson, but at least he's funny.
The last thing it needs is for someone like

you to tell us how you spent your summer
vacation.
I realize that the City of Bakersfield has
its shafre of whores, but then every city has
whores (or didn't you know?). There are
different sections of Bakersfield. Areas
that are very nice, with nice places to see
and nice people. And those rednecks that
you so kindly refer to are people too. I sug
gest, the next time you spend any time in
Bakersfield, try and pull yourself away
from the whores for awhile and see some
of the other parts of Bakersfield. Or better
yet, don't give Bakersfield the distinct
honor of witnessing your presence.
Sincerely,

John Noriega
(a Bakersfield redneck)

Right idea Chi
Dear Editor,
This is a letter of thanks to the author of
the Sigma Chi column last week. Since
the beginning of the Greek section here
on the VISTA, not one single Greek writer
has understood the function of the page.
Naturally, it became the target of ridicule
and abuse. That was never our intention,

but the Greek writers have been making it
easy. Editor Paul Garson has tried to get
this point across, and I hope, with the
help of this column, they are going to
realize how the general public has been
viewing them. And there is no one to
blame.

Michael Cisneros
V I S T A Managing Editor
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An alley for a bed
During this past summer the beach
became another home for me. I didn't
work, I didn't take classes, I just went
to the beach. It was a very therapeutic
situation. By the end of the summer
I'd changed from a pasty white college
student to a bronze beach rat.
Towards the end of the summer 1
went to a beach party being thrown
and attended by friends of mine. And
this was a very serious party—we had
a keg buried in the sand.

Life to Live By
By Arian Collins
I got to the party at 10:30 a.m. to
partake in early drinking ceremonies.
That was a mistake. I drank and
drank, and the day got hotter and
hotter. The combination of heat and
alcohol can really screw one up and I
was certainly not an exception to the
rule.
I remember sitting on the beach un
til about 1:00 p.m. and then every
thing is a complete blank until 7:00
p.m. when I awoke on a small patch
of grass behind an apartment building
in an alley.
I felt awful!! I was dizzy, I was sick to
my stomach, I was sunburned, I had
bites from ants, I was shivering, I was
filthy, and I had very little strength. I
was dressed in nothing but a pair of
brown corduroy shorts. I vaguely
recalled leaving my beach sandals by
the keg. I knew that I'd tied my t-shirt
to the handle bars of my ten speed
that was locked up near the location
of the party.
But where was the party? Lots of
people were walking through the
alley. They were dressed in beach garb
and 1 figured I was fairly close to the

beach itself. Yet I felt disgusting and
knew I must have looked like a pitiful
bum to the passing tourists and I
wasn't sure whether I wanted to get
up or not. What I did want to do was
to say to the people walking by, "I'm
not a drunk! Really!" But I hadn't the
energy to do much of anything and
they probably wouldn't have believed
me anyway. It took me until 7:45 p.m.
before I could rise to my feet and stag
ger toward the beach.
As it turned out, I was only about a
block from where the party was. The
party was still going but none of my
friends were there. My ten speed was
still locked up to a railing where I left
it and my t-shirt was still clinging to
the handle bars. My shirt added little
warmth and my sandals were no
where to be found. My bike has
pedals with jagged spikes which I .
knew would be digging into my
tender soles during the painful five
plus mile trip home.
It was quite an experience pedaling
down the crowded Boardwalk with
wounded feet, shivering skin, and a
dizzy head. I eventually made it home
and collapsed on the floor. My friend
Derek, who lived next door, came in
and proceeded to tell me the stories
his brother Jeff had told him about
me.
According to Jeff I had tried to pick
up on 14-year-old girls that were shar
ing the keg with us. Then Jeff and I
had gone to a nearby phone booth
where I threw up, embarassing Jeff in
the process. How 1 got into the alley
I'll never know.
I'd have to honestly say that I have
no interest in knowing whether or
not these stories are true. Needless to
say 1 no longer mix lots of alcohol and
beach. All jokes aside it was on of the
worst experiences of my life.

Interested in key business issues?
A certain Business 101 class will be conducting two informational seminars on the
dates of Monday, April 21 and Thursday, April 24. Selected speakers include:
Mon. 7:00 Crossroads Michael Green, representing the Manufacturing Engineering
Assoc., will address topics dealing with the Hispanic culture in everyday business affairs;
and
Thurs. 11:15-12:15 Serra 204, Linda Scales, representing Career Counseling, will discuss
pertinent issues such as internships, obtainment of satisfying jobs, etc.

WE WELCOME YOUR ATTENDANCE!

USD is asked to lend a hand
HANDS ACROSS AMERICA

May 25, 1986
Watch for further details—

Resumes $9.00 & Up
Expert Writing and Typing

ELCAJON
LA JOLLA BLVD.

260-0516
456-2858

Reno Team: (top) Bill Otto, Sean Burke, Dr. Wayne Label, (bottom) Nancy
Wang, Linda Wang, Gina Trapletti.

Undergraduate Reno team
ends good year
By Sean Burke
Reno Team President
1986 was another successful year for
USD's undergraduate Reno Team.
Though its accomplishments cannot be
measured in awards or trophies, the team
endured through the semester long test of
endurance with class.
Members of the 1986 undergraduate
Reno Team, named Synergistic Techno
logies Incorporated, include Gina Traplet
ti, Bill Otto, Linda and Nancy Wang,
Sean Burke and Wayne Label as advisor.
Each member had the unique opportunity
of acting as a corporate vice president in
the areas of marketing, production,
finance and forecasting. Dedication was
the key to this year's team as each member
averaged at least 20-30 hours of Reno
Team work a week.
On April 1st, armed with two Rainbow
computers and one IBM computer, USD's
Reno Team boarded a plane for Reno,
Nevada, the site of the final phase of the
intercollegiate competition. The four days
that followed were characterized by hard
work and long hours. Each night the team
put together annual reports while also
preparing for the strategic moves to be im
plemented the next day. As the final day
of competition approached, it became ap
parent that SynTech would have to make
a drastic move to catch the leaders.
Employing all the theory learned in Olin
Hall, the team decided it was time to dif
ferentiate itself from its competitors. The
risks were analyzed; the daring move
would either push the team into the lead,
or drop them into a lower position.
Something needed to be done if there was
any chance at winning thus, the plan was
put into place. Unfortunately, the results

were less than favorable.
To solely base the performance of the
team on their final placement within their
industry would not be just. Hard work,
dedication, teamwork and an ever present
sense of humor were the characteristics of
this year's team. Even as the competition
was drawing to a close and the team rea
lized they were out of the running, each
member upheld a level of class that was far
and above what was expected. Losing, a
reality that is not always easy to take, was
done with pride and acceptance by this
year's team.
As president of the 1986 Reno Team, I
personally want to congratulate my fellow
team members on an outstanding semester
of growth and learning. It is true that our
plans of victory were not realized, but the
experience we gained throughout the com
petition will help us all as we leave USD.
I feel it is also necessary to say goodbye
and good luck to the team's advisor for the
last three years, Dr. Wayne Label. Dr.
Label has been instrumental in making
the undergraduate Reno Team a truly
growing and memorable experience. Un
fortunately for USD, the fall will find him
serving in his new position as the Dean of
Accountancy at the University of Hawaii.
His support and friendship will be greatly
missed.
In spite of this, next year's team will
again have the opportunity to work, learn
and grow as each Reno Team has in the
past for a new advisor will soon be
selected. I encourage all interested in ex
periencing something unique that no class
can offer to watch for tryout announce
ments in the fall of 1987. I assure you, it
may turn out to be the best experience of
your college career.

NEW YORK PIZZA DEPARTMENT
ARRESTINGLY DELICIOUS!®

FREE DELIVERY
ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS

296-0911

6110 FRIARS RD. at LAS CUMBRES
OPEN TILL 11:00 WEEKNIGHTS-12:00 WEEKENDS
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Is USD ready for any kind of disaster?
By Thomas Edelblute
Although it seems so safe up on our
little hill, it is possible that USD could
fall victim to fire, earthquake, plane
crash, tornado, flood, hurricane,
radiological accident, civil disaster,
epidemic, state of war, or even
tsunami.
In a meeting of USD's disaster coor
dinators, Donna Adams, from the
County of San Diego Disaster Pre
paredness, said "It can happen here."
Currently, the USD disaster
manual is being edited by Mr. John
Zeterberg, after which it will come
before the university cabinet for ap
proval. This manual outlines the
Diaster Advisory Council from the
president to the provost down to dif
ferent coordinators, which would all
have specific areas to supervise.
Each coordinator has two alterna
tives in case a coordinator is off cam
pus. Availability of this manpower is
largely dependent on day and time.
At night there is minimal amount of
manpower on campus.
Each semester, Resident Assistants
and Directors go through safety
classes. Each year disaster drill is held.
By the beginning of next semester all
staff, employees, RAs and RDs will
have received instruction in fire safe
ty, fire equipment, on the job safety
and health, safety committee, electri
cal safety, safety violations, wounds
and bleeding, obstructed airway,
shock (medical), earthquake protec
tion, accident reporting, and office
security.
According to Bill Munz, Deputy
Chief of Security, USD's disaster pre
paredness is largely concerned with
earthquakes. Southern California is
one of the most earthquake prone
areas in the world. Sometime between
now and the year 2000 the San An
dreas fault is expected to produce a
quake of 8.3 in magnitude.
The fault line of biggest concern for
USD, however, is the Rose Canyon
fault line which lies just west of cam
pus. In 1862, the fault produced a
quake with a magnitude of a low 6.

Last June saw a cluster of quakes
along the Rose Canyon faults, and
seems to be becoming more active.
According to Munz, all the
buildings on USD are very well built.
The newer buildings, such as Olin
Hall, were constructed under the new
earthquake standard, requiring heavy
construction.
Should an earthquaker occur,
students on campus should go to their
housing complex and await instruc
tions for their RAs and RDs. Coor
dinators will divide the campus in
beats for search and rescue and food
and water distribution. Information
can be received from either of San
Diego's two Emergency Information
radio stations KLEZ (0000) and
KCBQ(0000).
Sharp Memorial Hospital is the
closest trauma care hospital to USD.
In an earthquake, according to Sharp
spokesperson Jan Chetti, extra physi
cians would arrive at Sharp within 15
minutes and extra staff in 30 minutes,
assuming there is any land transport
at all.
Despite all this there will be a shor
tage of manpower in a major disaster.
With this, anyone could wait 72
hours before seeing any type of help.
For reason, rescue teams will help
"The people that will benefit most,"
said Jan Chetti. "Sad as it may seem,
many critical patients will be left to
die."
Donna Adams from the County of
San Diego Disaster Preparedness ad
vises the following: You should keep
three days of food and water, a sur
vival kit including first aid equipment,
a flashlight and a battery-operated
radio. Also, you should have a signed
medical release on your person in case
you are brought into a hospital un
conscious. Bolt down your hot water
heater and brace or anchor high
heavy objects. Make sure no heavy
objects are above your bed, because
you don't want them falling on you
while you are sleeping. Set a priority
list of what you want to take with you
in the following order; five minutes to
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leave on foot, longer time on foot, five
minutes to leave with vehicle, and
longer time to leave in vehicle.
All this has mainly concerns itself
with earthquakes. But there are a lot
of other types of disasters that can
take place. The San Onofre nuclear
power plant, for instance, could
under the wrong weather conditions
can produce a widespread disaster.
Hazardous waste accidents. Despite
the recent dry spells, San Diego has
unusual flooding problems, and USD
is an evacuation site for nearby flood
victims.
In the event such a disaster should
occur, Campus Security will be able
to respond immediately, as well as
notify police, fire, paramedic, or
whoever else is needed. Students can
reach Security either by dialing 4517
or using one of the red box phones
located in every academic building on
the street level.
Fire extinguishers and equipment
can be found many places in each
building. These fire extinguishers con
tain a dry chemical capable for use
against any type of fire, and are re
charged annually. If there is a fire in a
building DO NOT USE THE ELE
VATORS. Students can become
trapped in elevators should power fail.
"It can happen here," and in all
likelihood, will sooner or later. USD's
Disaster Advisory Council is doing
everything it can to prepare for
whatever may come. Are you?
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The primary source of emergency
help on campus is the red phones
on each building. This one ap
parently is not ready for a minor
emergency, much less an earth
quake or tsunami.

Time for Torero Top 30
Each year the editor of the V I S T A has been given the responsibility of selecting the
Top 30 students of USD. These students are recognized for their contributions to the
University of San Diego. The pictures of. these students along with biographical infor
mation will be included in a special edition of the VISTA to be published May 8.
The editor of the V I S T A along with designated staff will choose the Top 30 students
based on one or more of the following criteria: (1) service to the USD community; (2)
service to the community at large; (3) scholastic record; (4) work record; and (5) value
orientation.
If you know a student who is deserving of this honor, please fill out the form below.
The deadline for submitting this form to the Vista Office is 12:00 p.m. on April 28. The
names of students selected will be posted on the door of the VISTA office at 12:00 p.m.
on April 30. A sign-up sheet will be available at that time so that students who are
selected can schedule a time in which to be interviewed and photographed.
AGAIN, I M P O R T A N T D A T E S T O R E M E M B E R :
April 28
—Nomination forms must be submitted by students/faculty to the Vista Of
fice by 12:00 p.m.
April 30
—Names of students selected by "Top 30" posted on door of VISTA office at
12:00 p.m. Sign-up sheets available so that students who are selected can
schedule a time in which to be photographed and interviewed.
May 8

—Publication in the VISTA of the "TOP 30" students.

NOMINATION FORM FOR SELECTION OF "TOP 30" STUDENTS
(must be completed and submitted to VISTA Office by 12:00 p.m. on April 28)
Name of Person Nominated:
Address:
City/State/Zip Code:
Phone Number:

456
N«<UJ#
/37 P«arl S

Specials:
Women's Cut—Regular $20—Now $15
Men's Cut—Regular $16—Now $11
Tanning Bed Savings—6 Visits for $25

Please explain why you feel this person deserves to be included as one of the "Top 30"
students. Please refer to one or more of the following criteria:
(1) service to the USD community; (2) service to the community at large; (3) scholastic
record: (4) work record; and (5) value orientation:
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What's a
WBG?

USD packing up history in Archives
By Mike Clune

Brandes said "Sister Furay was
responsible for refurbishing an area in
the old wing of the library," he said.
"She decided to allocate it for the ar
chives. The assignment of setting up
the archives fell under my manage
ment."
For several semesters now, Dr.
Rathswohl and Sr. Murney Gerlach
have been putting on graduate
seminars through the history depart
ment. Through Dr. Brandes' arrange
ment, students began to contact
former administrators and teachers,
alumni and "anyone who had
anything to do with the establish
ment of the College for Men or the
College for Women." In addition, Dr.
Brandes has arranged for an intern to
work on the archives each semester.
Brandes also said University

USD has an archives. That may be
a little known fact among students,
but no, this is not something new.
This has been going on for almost a
year and a half now.
A loose group of teachers and
graduate students are working on the
archives under the leadership of Dr.
Raymond S. Brandes, Dean of the
School of Graduate and Continuing
Education. Their task is to "collect
and organize and exhibit USD his
torical records and memorabilia," ac
cording to Brandes.
Let's start from the beginning.
About one and a half years ago, Presi
dent Hughes "approached the history
department with the concept of an ar
chives with a focus on USD," said
Brandes.

University of San Diego
Continuing Education
1986 Summer Positions

WBG's. You've seen it written on shirts,
you've heard it mentioned in the dining
halls, you've even read it in the Vista. But
what is it? No, it is not a new cereal and
no, it is not a new insurance company,
with low coverage cost exclusively for
USD students.
It is, however, a new women's club
located on our campus. The WBG's have
not only grown in size (now 60 members)
but also popularity. We have generated
much enthusiasm and interest from the
USD community. It is our hope to bring a
new sorority on our campus; therefore
enlarging our greek system, as well as
enhancing unity between the greeks and
non-greeks.
The WBG's have not only allowed for a
better representation of the various types
of women within our community, but
have provided them with an opportunity
to become involved with our USD cam
pus.
This past weekend we had our retreat in
Palm Springs. There proved not only to be
great conditions for tanning but an ex
cellent opportunity to form lasting friend
ships—Thanks to all who attended and
helped make it a huge success!
Also, a special thanks to our big
brothers, who attended the bash at
Crown Point. Your support means much
to us and we're looking forward to upcom
ing events with you. As for Derby Days—
the chicken is alive and well, and yes, still
growing (it must be that rubber band
diet—Shaun??)!

Librarian, Marian Holleman, is help
ing out a lot.
Brandes said they "have obtained a
lot of critical records, including two
histories." Mr. Ninteman, a contrac
tor who built many of USD's older
buildings, contributed films showing
the construction of parts of the cam
pus. The alumni offices have also
been helping to obtain photographs
and records of various kinds.
However, there is a lot that the ar
chives does not contain. They don't
have a complete run of the VISTA or
all of the yearbooks. They also have
not been in contact with a single
graduate of USD's first class.
Brandes continued, "Eventually
there will be a staff for the archives
and it will become a very important
adjunct" to the University.

ASB/PKT
Road Rally
Go to ASB office
for details

T h e Office o f Continuing Education is looking for responsi
ble students for program leadership positions this summer.
Successful students will gain leadership experience working
with international exchange students and/or campus com
puter camp program. Remuneration will include room and
board plus stipend.
For more information call Jacqui at 260-4585 or come in per
son to the Manchester Executive Conference Center.
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Commencement speaker revived
On March 7 the Board of Trustees met
and passed a motion which said in essence
"if the students want to have a speaker, let
them." The motion, called "surprising" by
one school administrator, appointed a
Committee headed by Author Hughes to
look into the prospect of finding a
s p e a k e r .
Since the board meeting there has been
"at least one" invitation given, says Dr.
William Pickett, Vice President of Univer
sity Relations; however, a speaker has not
yet been established.

With the possibility of an additional
Commencement speaker in the midst, it is
uncertain what the undergraduate cere
mony. will entail. However, the honorary
degree recipients have been chosen and
are intact.
The undergraduate Honorary degree
recipient will be the Most Rev. Bishop Leo
T. Maher. The graduate commencement
will give the degree to the Debolt family
(need press release). The Law Commence
ment will honor (some law scholar).
—Blaine Townsend

What is the Good Grief Group?
Dealing with death and life-threatening
illness can be an isolating experience in
the collegiate atmosphere. Often students
are away from their immediate support
system and they find it difficult to share
their fears and frustrations with others
who have not dealt with this experience.
Our concern is that the grieving and
healing process be a healthy experience so
that we can get back to the business of liv
ing. Our goal is to provide an informal,
non-denominational atmosphere for these
students to get together and talk. The

WE COPY

Good Grief Group was founded by
students who have had to deal with death
and who recognize the need to talk with
someone who understands.
If by chance you feel that you are unable
to share, your feelings with group, but
would like to talk with someone, you may
call Campus Ministry and they will put
you in touch with someone who will listen
to you and identify with your feelings.
Our meetings are held on Sunday nights
at 8:15 in the Campus Ministry office.
Please call us; we'll be happy to hear from
you.

24 hours I 7 days
a day I a week
38 free parking spaces
Free collating
Free pickup/delivery
countywide (w/min.)

per copy
with ad
Limited to 8V2 x 11 white 20 lb.
machine fed originals

WE COPY
1601 Sixth Ave.
231-1646

WE COPY makes great impressions!i

Continued from Page 3

Andrade

author think that attending Mass is a dis
traction to his ethics. On the contrary, 1
think that attending Mass is a.constant
reminder of why Christians believe what
they believe, even ethically. For if one
follows ethics by example, I can think of
no better example than Jesus the
Nazarene.
The key to answering the authors final
and (he hopes) most damaging query is the
qualified definition of what a religious
believer is. The article states that, "if
man's religions only preached a code of
ethics and not an extraterrestrial realiza
tion of all ideas (a reward) would our
churches, synagogues and temples be as
full of BELIEVERS (my emphasis) as they
are now?" What does the author consider
"believer" to mean? According to John

Donnelly's article "Eschatological En
quiry", there are two types of Christians.
The first group loves God because it is in
their best interest to do so. "Their's is
largely a morality of negative obligation,
not positive duty." The second group,
who are the true believers, love God
because of His nature. "They understand
the point of morality and religious belief,
and accordingly worship and love God
because of that understanding." So, if
there were no rewards after life, my suspi
cion is that the believers of the first type
would no longer be around. While I ven
ture to say that the true believer would
still not only remain moral, but also loyal
to God.
Sincerely,
Peter S. Andrade

Offense taken at Greek "lit"
Dear Editor:
As everyone already knows, there has
been a considerable amount of controver
sy about the Greek Voice and its "exposi
tion" of personals. As a result of this, the
content of the material presented in the
articles by each organization has, for the
most part, improved.
As copy editor of the VISTA, my
responsibilities include correcting gram
mar, spelling and other technical aspects

DESPERATELY
SEEKING
STUDENTS
Put your conscious to work this
summer campaigning for a cleaner
environment, consumer rights,
and good government. Earn $165
to $250 a week with CalPIRG, the
largest citizen lobby.
Call Lee for an on-campus
appointment. 279-5553

of the articles (Greek or otherwise) that
are submitted to the office. I'm not in the
capacity to change the content or the
direction of the articles themselves.
Last week I was presented wtih an article
submitted by the Phi Kappa Theta writer.
I was amazed at the poor writing of the
first paragraph. The paragraph does not
explain what the National Lupe trust fund
does other than, "provide the proper up
bringing of dozens of young Mexican
girls."
I found that statement very offensive, as
I'm sure many others did. I did not want
to edit this disrespectful statement, which
lacked an explanation, because I thought
that the writer, via the fraternity, should
get the bad publicity that he deserves.
Others in the office felt the same way,
and various members of the student body
have expressed distaste at the poorly
worded article. I would appreciate a retrac
tion and/or explanation by the Phi Kappa
Theta Fraternity. I do realize that the
fraterntiy itself is not wholly responsible.

Sharon StegmuIIer
VISTA Copy Editor

Coupon expires 4-1&86

Professors: WE COPY can copy your class materials overnight using your purchase order, and we will
pick up and deliver free with a 3000 copy minimum.

FALL 1986 CAMPUS HOUSING
LOOK FOR:

THE U5D

Details and changes in Signup Procedures in the Informa
tional Flyer that was delivered to each resident room.
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basis

DATES TO REMEMBER:
Squatter's Right option available
Draw Lottery Numbers
Quiet Floor Sign-up Deadline
LAST DAY TO ENTER LOTTERYRoom Sign-up Weekend

April 14-25
April 14-May 1
May 1
Thurs. May 1
May 3-4

REMEMBER:
All Housing options require a $100.00 Room Reservation
Deposit.
Housing is not guaranteed until the necessary forms and
1986-87 Housing and Food Service Contract is completed
and on file in the Housing Office.

T H E H O U S I N G OFFICE

Mission Crossroads Building
Extension 4622
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Highlights
...onThe Hill

Bureau racks up
surprises
By Melissa Mackno
Dir e c t o r o f S p e a k e r s B u r e a u
The semester is flying by rapidly but the
Speaker's Bureau still has two more sur
prises in store for everyone. First, on Tues
day, April 22, 1986 the Speaker's Bureau
will be presenting Captain Gerald Coffee.
The engagement will take place in
Camino Theatre at 8:00 pm. The second
surprise speaker will be Steve Garvey on
Monday, April 28th.
Captain Gerald Coffee served his coun
try as a naval officer—in peace and war—
for 28 years. His military flying was
primarily in high performance reconnais
sance jets, flying from the decks of aircraft
carriers in oceans all over the world.
In early 1966, while flying combat mis
sions over North Vietnam, Captain Cof
fee's aircraft was downed by enemy fire.
He parachuted safely but was captured im
mediately. For the next seven years he

served as a Prisoner of War in the commu
nist prisons of North Vietnam.
Having survived that incredible ' ex
perience, and now drawing from it, he
shares a profound message of faith; faith
in self, fellow man, country and God.
His military awards and decorations in
clude the Silver Star, two awards of the
Legion of Merit, the Distinguished Flying
Cross, two awards of the Bronze Star, the
Air medal, two awards of the Purple
Heart, the Combat Action Ribbon, two
awards of the Navy Unit Commendation
Medal, and the Vietnam Service Medal
with 13 stars.
Captain Coffee's sincerity, his credibili
ty, and the life-changing impact of his
presentation have distinguished him as
one of the most highly acclaimed speakers
in America today. Please attend this great
lecture. His story is one which will not be
forgotten...

Attention all seniors

You've worked for it. You deserve it! All
those years of tuition, anxiety over grades,
and complexion problems are finally going
to pay off. That's right. You're about to
GRADUATE. And we want to reward
you for all your hard work. So, please
READ' THIS MESSAGE THO
ROUGHLY, it could change your rather
mundane life.
On April 24th, at EXACTLY 11:15
A.M., in Camino Theatre you can indulge
in the following:
— A collective, semi-narcissistic, photo
graphic experience, intended to
preserve your face for posterity,
(that's right you photophiles, you—
the graduating class of '86—will be
the FIRST class to be retained on
film for the rest of the USD commu
nity to gaze at FOREVER. Your
faces will don the brand new "photo
wdll" at the-yet-to-be completed stu
dent union.)
— An INFORMATIVE, self-actualizing
preview of exactly what you should
know about graduation day. We will
foreshadow every move, mode of
dress, psychological abberation, etc.,
that you should be familiar with
BEFORE you attempt to go through

the graduation rites of passage!
—An enlightening social/academic/
biological culmination. That's right,
you'll be able to share all of this perti
nent, character-molding information
with the very same people who have
shared the many trials and tribula
tions of life at Alcalaland with you.
In fact, recent undocumented
research less than confirms the fact
that a collective cathartic experience
performed in the presence of your
friends can bolster your self-image
and reduce the incidence of cavities
in laboratory rats...

UPCOMING EVENTS
Thurs. 17 ASB PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS-RUN OFF, 9 am-4 pm in
front of Serra,
DERBY DAYS/FundraisingCompetition, 11 am-3 pm, Serra
DERBY DAYS/Skits, CT, 7-12 pm
LARK, SU, 10 pm
FRENCH Club Talent'Show, 11:15 am-12:30pm, Fr. Parlor
Fri. 18

Undergrad Retreat Weekend
Derby Days/Hat Snatch
Film Forum, Rarno First Blood, Part 2, SLH, 9 pm
Intercollegiate Buckle-Up Challenge, 12 noon, Marion Way
Sigma Chi Derby Days Open Party, 8 pm-J am

Sat. 19

ASB/PKT Car Rally
Intramural 2x2 Beach Vollyball Championship, 1 pm
Women's Softball, USD vs LaVerne, SC, 5pm

Sun. 20
Mon. 21

Sister Rossi Coryzert, CT
Faculty Forum, Legal Aspects of Peace, Xrds, 8 pm

Tues. 22

Blood Drive, 9 am-2 pm, SLH
Speakers Bureau, Capt. Gerald Coffee, Vietnam POW, CT, 8 pm

Wed. 23

Blood Drive, 9 am-2 pm, SLH
Film Forum, SLH, 9 pm, Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom
Commuters In Action, Dynasty Night Dance, SU, 9 pm
Thurs. 24 Senior Commencement MTG, CT, 11:15 am
Cultural Arts, French Parlor, 12 noon
Men's Baseball, USD vs Azusa-Pacific, 2:30 pm
One Act Drama Performances, CT, 8 pm
Showcase, SU, 10pm.

TONITE:
But?: wFThe King Bees at THE LARK
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So, please don't miss the second (or
third) annual graduation preview. We
plan on making this the most gala event
yet. Think of it this way: You've worked
for some four (perhaps EIGHT) odd years
on this degree. Graduation is, after all, the
symbolic zenith of your academic career.
You should strive to do it with as much
class and forethought as you can muster.
Dr. Williamson, Sister Miriam Kaeser,
and a cast of notorious thousands will
help make graduation a more coherant ex
perience. BE THERE, or be in the dark
come May 25th!!

ASB/Phi Alpha Delta
present
The Lawyer As Peacemaker
Monday, April 21
8:00 p.m. Mission Xroads
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Cocktails 6 pm
Dinner 8 pm
! Dancing 9 pm | Bands:
I Cat Tracks.
• Touchy Subjects
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Delta Sigma Pi
Delta Sigma Pi is pleased to announce
that on March 16, 1986 the following in
dividuals were initiated as pledges into the
colony of Beta Theta Beta: of Delta Sigma
Pi: Dan Banales, Cindy Basso, Scott
Berghage, Tina Bonifilo, George Botros,
Paul Campilo, Nataly Cao, John Covey,
Debbie D'Alessio, Jon Davies, Frank
Duchene, Mark Fenick, Denise Fer
nandez, Charles Gehring, Melinda
Gilroy, Michael Gonzales, Daniel Harney,

Kevin Hayes, Anne Howard, Erin Kelly,
Kent Kilpatrick, Sandra Kist, Jill Krapf,
Anthony LaCasto, David Lapuma, Tricia
Laverty, Mike Loretta, Chuck Lynch,
Laura McCabe, Michael McKeen, Frank
McNeil, Jim Mellos, Jennifer Merriman,
Patricia Mom, Frank Mostert, Jacques
Naviaux, Jackie Oberly, Tim O'Toole,
Marietta Perrault, Theresa Rasic, Kim
Ray, David Rollins, John Rothstein,
Christa Schmuttermair, Jeff Silver,
Suzanne Sitkin, Robert Sporl, Trip

Turner, Greg Witz, and Wayne Zimmer
man. We all expect to be initiated on May
3, and also to become a full fledged
chapter sometime in May.' Meanwhile
we're accomplishing all our pledging tasks.
This included participating in the Senior
Outreach Weekend, along with a cor
porate car wash and an early morning rise
to help with a track meet, both this com
ing weekend.
The Senior Outreach Weekend, we were
awarded $200 for our active participation.

—Zeta Tau Alpha—
Sigma Chi
The members of Sigma Chi participated
in the week-long event of Derby Days,
their national fundraiser for their philan
thropy of Wallace Village for children.
The events began on Tuesday with the
opening ceremony and the crowning of
our Derby Queen, Lisa Pierce.
The opening ceremony described the
purpose of Derby Days and announced all
of the participating teams. The six teams
are as follows, Camino-Founders, Valley,
WBGs, Alpha Delta Pi, Gamma Phi Beta,
and Zeta Tau Alpha. Each of the six teams
chose one of their ladies to represent their
team, that member in turn is known as
their team 'Derby Darling'. Once all the
teams have picked who they want to
represent them, the chapter then votes for
one lady who in turn becomes known as
the 'Derby Queen' for the 1986 Derby
Days.
The other events for the week entailed
the following, Wednesday: Spirit Parade,
and Field games on the Valley Soccer
Field. Today: the funky chicken event,
each team raised a baby chick for the past
two months and on this day they are
weighed and voted on by tossing money
into a large container which all adds to
the proceeds intended to be given to
Wallace Village. Tonight: skits, each team
has created their own skit which ties in
the spirit of Derby Days. Friday: Derby
Chase, the members of Sigma Chi are
given a Derby, Derby Daddy 100 pts.,
judges 50 pts., all others 10 pts., and all
the participating teams chase after or
otherwise bribe the different men for their
derbies. Friday night: open party for the
entire school. Saturday: closing
ceremonies, the winning team shall be an
nounced and there will be a boat race for
all the teams to participate.
The recipient for the brother of the
week award is Jim Cuddy for all the suc
cess and organization of the members
Sigma Chi in their broomball match
against the Phi Kappa Theta team on last
Thursday night.
The Sigma Chi Volleyball team ended
their season as league champs, Matt
Brown headed the team as the team cap
tain for the season.
The Bernard J. Finlay Award, presented
by Dr. Bernard J. Finlay of the Sigma Chi
Alumni Association, is given to the active
and the pledge who had the highest GPA
during the previous semester. The active
recipient is Ray Pigeon, and the pledge
recipient is Marc Carlson.

The members of Zeta Tau Alpha had a weekend full of excitement!! It began
with a Spaghetti Dinner cooked by our wonderful pledges last Friday night. On
Saturday we road-tripped up to Santa Ana to ZETA DAY at the Saddleback inn
and had our annual reunion with our other four Southern California Zeta
Chapters. Our Chapter received the award for having the highest grade point
average. We also received the Attendance Award for having the largest percentage
of our chapter there. But most importantly, Cherie Higdon was awarded most
outstanding Pledge. Speaking of fun... we're having tons of it these days because
DERBY DAYS are here!!! And the fun is only beginning. The Zetas would like to
encourage everyone to attend the Skits tonight. It will be an evening full of enter
tainment, so don't miss it. We're psyched and ready for an exciting chase tomor
row for those Derbys. We're gonna get you!
The members of Zeta Tau Alpha are anticipating another road trip. Santa Bar
bara here we come!! Yes, in just two short weeks we'll be going to the InterSorority Volleyball Tournament. We are looking forward to a raging time. In the
meantime, we'll just concentrate on those Derbys!! The fun isn't over yet, is it?!!

—Alpha Delta Pi—
This past week has been an exciting one
for all Alpha Delta Pi's. We want to thank
our Big Brothers for the great bus ride
around San Diego.
Last Thursday night we had an awe
some time with the brothers of Delta Upsilon and Alpha Tau Omega from San

Diego State. Our across town exchange
was a success!!
We want to thank Carol Gibson, our
Traveling Collegiate Secretary, for helping
us with various ADPI projects. Her help
was invaluable!!
Derby Days are coming to a close—who
will win?

Phi Kappa
Theta

The members of Phi Kappa Theta had a
very busy schedule last week. Beginning a
week ago Tuesday, Phi Kappa Slamma,
our very competitive second team, won
their first basketball game. Wednesday our
other B-ball team won their last game to
clinch a playoff berth. Thursday we en
joyed a friendly game of broomball with
the members of Sigma Chi. Friday was the
home opener of the San Diego Padres.
Saturday the Greek Olympics and our
25th open party left us little time to
breath. Doug Gadker dominated the Keg
Throw, and Jogger, Chris, Greg and Ran
dy came in first and second respectively in
horseshoes. Sunday, a true day of rest, left
our tired group only to defeat Yo-Baby-Yo
one the softball diamond. Monday we
elected our new officers. Tuesday,
Wednesday and today were declared days
of rest by our new president.

Sigma Pi
Sigma Pi's fourth annual Charter Ball is
this Saturday night at the La Jolla Marriot. It commemorates our chartering as
an active chapter at USD on April 16,
1983. If it is anything at all like the first
three, it will be an occasion we will
remember for a very long time. It also
marks the initiation of our Spring 1986
pledge class. We wish the best of luck to
those eight men who are now in their final
week of pledgeship.
The Little Sisters were pinned by their
big brothers at an exchange held last Fri
day.

Gamma Phi Beta
Gamma Phi Beta had a busy week pre
paring for our first annual Crush Dance,
which was held on April 12. The Atlantis
Restaurant proved to be an excellent loca
tion. Everyone had a great time dancing
the night away with their crush.

An upcoming event we're all looking
forward to is ISVT in Santa Barbara. Our
team has been practicing hard, and we're
all ready to head up North for a weekend
of fun, April 25, 26, and 27.
Derby Days is finally here and Gamma
Phi was out in full force to win. Our

Derby "Daze"Continues
By Paul Garson
Greek Editor
The largest Greek event conducted na
tionally continues as Derby Days stirs the
student body at the University of San
Diego. The zany field games and "Funky
Chicken" Contest may be over, but many
events such as team skits, poster contest,
derby chase, and participants party are
still on the social calendars of just about
everyone.
Derby Days, initiated by the Sigma Chi
chapter at U.C. Berkeley in 1916 has set
the stage for what has become Sigma Chi's
largest philanthropy project and is en
joyed by thousands at campuses across the
country and Canada. USD is in the midst
of its second annual extravaganza with the
unique theme of "An American Derby"
and under the direction of Derby Daddy
Kevin A. Jones.
All proceeds from the games, through
ad sales and donations will fund the

Wallace Village for Children in Broomfield, Colorado, a nationally recognized
treatment center for emotionally dis
turbed and behaviorally disordered
children. John Wayne, a Sigma Chi alum
nus, who involved the fraternity with
Wallace Village, said of the project: "The
Wallace Village project, to me, is probably
most heartwarming act of
the finest,
unselfish giving in the history of Sigma
Chi...My Sigma Chi brothers are doing
their part to give these young Americans
the start in life that they deserve."
Experience the excitement and tradition
of these events:
Team Skits, Thursday night, 8:00 p.m.,
Camino Theatre, Derby Chase, Friday all
day on campus, Derby Daddy Contest, Fri
day, 4:00 p.m., DeSales Hall, Open Party,
"Gidget Goes to-Wabash", Friday night,
Wabash Hall, $5, ID's, Participants (teams,
coaches, etc.) Party, Saturday afternoons,
So. Mission Jetty.

coaches Eric Hitzelberger, Bill Hodgson,
Mark Homan, and Pat Kelley helped the
Gamma Phi team towards victory. Our
Derby Darling this year was Janine
Mason. Our chicken was great, and every
one was ready to compete. Derby Days
has proved to be great fun for everyone.

SAA presents •

SENIOR
BANQUET
at the Atlantis
May 10th
Tickets $20 at the box office

Subletting Your
Apartment This Summer?
Local Law Firm Seeking

Summer

Housing for Law Students

CaiI699-2745

for Details

CONCERT ON THE GREEN KICKS OFF SPRING FLING WEEK
By Greg Hill
On Sunday, April 13, Spring Fling
Week was opened with the Concert on the
Green. Two bands, The Modbeats and
Talkback, played for approximately four
hours before a medium-sized crowd on the
Valley soccer field. This is the first time for
the event, and the plans are for the con
cert to become an annual celebration.
According to Mary Stuyvesant, Lark
director and sponsor of the concert,
"Concert on the Green was just what we
needed—a chance to relax, dance and get
a tan—all at the same time." She was
pleased with the student response to the
concert and feels that it could become a
traditional event. The Modbeats opened
the day with a round of classic rock tunes
by The Beatles, The Who, The Doors, and
many other popular sixties groups. The
crowd was sparse at first, but filled out as
the afternoon progressed, peaking at
about 500 when Talkback came on stage.
Talkback, an eighties style reggae/worldbeat group, played some traditional songs
by Bob Marley, as well as some original
works, including a song that was heard in
the movie Pretty in Pink.
The atmosphere surrounding the con
cert was very casual. Dr. Larry Williamson
emceed the entire event and rumor has it
that he was seen dancing with the
students. Hotdogs and soda were served,
and T-shirts and cups were sold in large
quantities to many enthusiastic partiers.
The concert offered the students a chance
to relax, get some sun and generally get
away from the books for an afternoon. All
in all, it was a success.
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Offshore oil
measures advance
SAN DIEGO—Deputy Mayor Ed
Struiksma's proposed Charter amend
ment that would deter oil drilling off
the San Diego coast moved a step
closer to the November ballot yester
day when it received the unanimous
support of the Rules Committee.
The ballot measure would prohibit,
within the San Diego City limits,
crude oil pipelines and onshore facili
ties that support offshore drilling
within 100 miles of the San Diego
County coastline.
Struiksma is spearheading an effort
to encourage other cities and counties
to adopt similar legislation. This con
sistency would effectively lock up the
coast from the Mexican border to
Long Beach.

The prohibitions spelled out in the
Charter amendment mean that oil
companies would be forced to service
their drilling rigs from Long Beach or
further. This cost, as well as the ex
pense of sending oil by tanker or
underwater pipeline to Long Beach or
points beyond, would be an economic
disincentive for oil companies to
locate here, Struiksma explained.
"By their vote the people of San
Diego will send the oil companies
scuttling out of the San Diego
region," he said.
The Rules Committee's action
yesterday completes its support of
Struiksma's comprehensive package
of five Resolutions in opposition to
offshore drilling, which now go on
to the full City Council.

Plan ahead at
the Career Faire

By Shirley R. Edwards

Planning for the future is an event in
itself, and may sometimes be very confu
sing if you're not sure what kind of a
career you want to prepare for with your
major. This is why Pi Sigma Alpha, and
the Political Science Faculty have organiz
ed a Career Faire for U.S.D. students. Pro
fessionals from varying fields will join
together late April, and share their know
ledge of the many job opportunities avail-

able for students after they graduate.
Don't doubt your potential; there are jobs
out there that are right for you, and the
Career Faire may provide you with the
kind of information you are looking for.
Don't miss out on this once a year event.
Is it really worth the risk to miss? You may
not get this chance again. Keep your eyes
open for future articles and posters of the
time, place, and date of the CAREER
FAIRE.

Let's Debate
By Shirley R. Edwards
Are you known for your interesting political discussions and oratory skills, or would
like to be? And are you willing to put such skills to good use? Well then, Pi Sigma Alpha,
and the Political Science Faculty, certainly have something perfect for your needs.
Sometime in late April, soon to be announced, there will be a debate with judges and
all, and anyone is welcome to join in on the excitement of this political challenge. All
you have to do is get some of your colleagues together, who share your position, and
have them sign up as a team, and win! There are so many rousing issues just waiting for
a real debate. Who knows, your team may be the one to win THE PRIZE!!! Who says
you don't have an opinion worth listening to and supporting? Pi Sigma Alpha isn't say
ing this, and neither is U.S.D. All you have to do is call Dr. Otto at 260-4448 for more
information, or leave your name, phone number, and potential team members' names
in the Phi Sigma Alpha message box in the A.S.B. office, downstairs, Serra Hall, in the
Student Union.

College Cab
There seems to be some confusion over
the U.S.D. College Cab program. College
Cab is a free transportation program for
students who need an alternative means of
getting home. College Cab is sponsored by
the A.S.B., Student Affairs Office, and
BACCHUS. If a student needs to use this
service, they should call 291-3333 (Orange
Cab). The cab driver will ask to see their
l.D. and then will take them home. We
wish to stress the anonymity of this ser
vice. Students will not be contacted by
any campus office about their use of the
program. This free service offers students a
way out of potentiallv dangerous situa
tions. We hope that all students will use
this service when they are in need of help.
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Don't miss Heaven
By Brenna O'Boyle
SDS Editor
Heaven, a new restaurant in Horton
Plaza, is best compared to Al's on the
Happy Days series. The fifties theme is pro
minent in the menu, attire, and decor of
the restaurant.
There is a wide selection of food to
choose from that will please everyone's
pallet. Burgers with cheese, mushrooms,
salsa, chili, or bacon, double or single, are
my favorite. You can also order hot dogs
with the same fixings. One item on the
menu is called the Gumby and Pokey com
bo which is a cool deal for a burger and
hot dog for just $3.95. They also serve wild
varieties of salads and sandwiches. The
most unusual sandwich on the menu is
peanut butter, banana, and honey. The
french fries look and taste homemade, not
generic. When you go to Heaven, try their
different flavored cokes. Your choice is
cherry, vanilla, chocolate, or lemon. They

are all distinct and yummy. They have a
complete fountain with milk shakes,
malts, and freezes. To top everything off,
there is a dessert named after Brooke
Shields, a 65 cupcake.
Heaven is located on the top floor of
Horton Plaza. They have inside and out
side seating. The booths inside are bright
colored plastic upholstery with silver
streaks running up and down the sides.
The old time music coming from the juke
box really bring you back to the olden
days.
The waiters and waitresses uniforms are
a good laugh. They even wear hats. We
were lucky enough to have a waitress who
had long black fingernails with different
color polka dots. This unfortunately was
not part of the required uniform.
The service is speedy. We received our
food within ten minutes after ordering.
The prices are reasonable and they accept
Visa and Master card.
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Perfect Penguin
TUXEDO
USD
Spring Ball
Special
Bring in this ad for

$7.50 off any fux

40 styles to choose from

223-2677
3740 Sports Arena Blvd.
Behind WHEREHOUSE Records

JUE FAR SIDE CARY LARSON

"Thunderstick?... You actually said,
'Ihunderstick?'... That, my friend is a
Winchester 30.06."

"So there he was—this big gorilla just laying
there. And Jim here says, 'Do you suppose it's
dead or just asleep?'"

Women
Basketball
Auction
La Mesa Women's Club

April 22, 1986
Proceeds toward Torera trip to
New Zealand and Australia

"Hey! C'mon! Hold it! Hold it!... Or someone's
gonna get hurt!"

Joe
Torero
will
be back
next
week
"Now calm down, Barbara... We haven't
looked everywhere yet, and an elephant
can't hide forever."
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Sound success for USD
By Janet Frappia
The halls were alive with The Sound of
Music. Over the weekend the USD
Musical presented Rodgers and Hammerstein's hit musical The Sound of Music in
USD's Camino Theatre. The show ran for
four performances; three evening engage
ments and a Sunday matinee. Each perfor
mance was a huge success. The cast was
very well selected, as was made apparent
by their harmonious chemistry on stage.
Technically the show was also very
successful.
Anne-Marie Norris played the lead,
Maria, with a great sense of vitality and
enthusiasm. Especially entertaining was
her duet with the Von Trapp children in
the song "The Lonely Goatherd".
Charlotte Deane, who played the Mother
Abbess, was utterly dynamic, captivating
the audience with her solo performance of
"Climb Ev'ry Mountain". The Von Trapp
children were very entertaining and kept
the play from dragging where there was
any possibility of that happening. Loree
Draude, who played Liesl, showed her
talent by performing with the giddiness of
a young girl in love and eventually with
the maturity of a girl soon to be a woman.
J.B. Orecchia played Rolf Gruber, captur

ing both the insecurity of a young boy in
love and later, the manhood of one con
cerned about the girl he loves (Liesl). The
character of Max Detweiler, played by
Kevin Smith, kept the audience enter
tained with his comic interjections and
ceaseless antics. All of the other actors
and actresses deserve high commendation
for their performances as well.
Not only must the cast be commended,
but the technical staff must also be prais
ed. The lighting in the show was very ef
fective, giving one a true feel for the at
mosphere of each scene. The sets were well
done, although the elegant staircase
seemed to cause a few of the cast members
a bit of trouble. Costuming was very good,
the biggest hit with the audience being the
children's clothing made out of the drapes
in Maria's room. Each member of the staff
should be equally complemented for their
work, for without their help there would
not have been much to write about!
Overall, the play was extremely success
ful. It was bright, cheerful, and generally
uplifting. At times when things seemed to
be getting a little too heavy, comic relief
was in sight and accomplished successfully
by the cast. Congratulations USD—
you've got something to be proud of.

Kingbees buzzzzzz LARK
Spring Fling week may be coming to
an end, but spring is still in the air at
the LARK. This week the LARK will
be presenting the Kingbees. The
Kingbees are based out of Los
Angeles, but they tour the nation
regularly playing good old American
Rock n' Roll.
Some of you may be familiar with
the Kingbees, they have four albums
out and have appeared in the
ldolmaker and have been featured on
Dick Clarke's American Bandstand.

Their first album, The Kingbees was
released in 1980 and was charted on
Billboard's top 100 within two months
of its release. Their second album was
even more successful.
Unfortunately for the Kingbees,
R.S.O. folded and due to contract
commitments they could not record
under any other label for the next five
years. But now they are back! and
appearing at the LARK this Thursday
night at a different time—10:30 p.m.
There won't be any cover and as
always free food and drinks.

Streetwise hits home
By Richard Berman
The hardships, traumas and occasional joys of street life are brought to the screen in
more-than-vivid color in Martin Bell's Streetwise.
Two months of 14-hour a day shooting went into the making of the documentary,
which follows a half dozen adolescents, most of them runaways, through their daily and
nightly adventures on a main Seattle thoroughfare.
Pimps, prostitutes, drug dealers and panhandlers, the men/women/children in this
film display a unique blend of toughness and charm. Their street savvy is mitigated by
the touches of innocence one expects from more traditional youth, a sincere joie de vivre
made all the more remarkable in its harsh surroundings.
Much of the film's success rests in this precarious balance. A documentary dealing
with such sordid material could easily lapse into a bleak, unrelenting portrait of urban
misery. While the negative aspects of Pike Street existence are shown in their full
squalor, so too are the small triumphs: rollerskating through the halls of an abandoned
hotel, bridge diving on a sunny autumn day, the surprisingly strong bonds that are
formed between many of the teenagers.
These relationships are made even more dramatic when family backgrounds are ex
plored. One girl complains to her mother about being sexually abused by her stepfather,
only to be told that he stopped after the girl's initial complaints. An alcoholic mother
warns her daughter not to bother her while she is drinking. In one of the film's most
heartwrenching scenes, a 12-year-old boy, visiting his father towards the end of a 7-year
jail sentence, is instructed to wait just a few more months so they can finally become a
team, help each other give up smoking, drugs and crime. The boy's tragic fate is the
shocking signature of a disturbing movie.
Narrating the short segments are the characters themselves. The voice-overs, collected
separately after the shooting was complete, are at times so poignant and astute that they
seem the observations of someone far older, far more educated. Rat, a hustler and
dumpster diver, maintains that taking on a partner is not only practical but emotionally
necessary. In the background he and his 35-year-old roommate are showering together.
A self-appointed lesbian vigilante, who protects adolescent prostitutes with her bare fists
and sharp tongue, makes an older transient apologize on his knees for fondling her
friend. Afterwards she remarks that just because the girl works on the street does not
mean she has given up her humanity.
Technically, Streetwise is superb. Despite the impromptu filming of many scenes, a
stunning visual quality is maintained. Remote microphones, placed on the person of the
central characters, result in a surprisingly high sound fidelity. Additional acoustic music
bv Tom Waits backs up many of the street scenes.
The opening sequence is an especially good example of music as an objective cor
relative. To the sound of an upbeat, folksy tune played by a local steel guitarist, we are in
troduced to many of the characters, and the avenue itself, in a panorama of walking,
dancing, skating, eating. The metaphor is broad enough to encompass the film as a
whole—street life as both a celebration and a gruesome ordeal, fleeting glimpses of hap
piness in the face of overwhelming obstacles.

NOW OPEN
At

0>iet

2*

3166
Midway Dr.

229-0855

OVER 80 LOCATIONS
• LUNCH • DINNER •
• CASUAL CATERING •
• 6 inch SANDWICH
• Bag of Chips or Salad
• 16 oz. PEPSI

$2.75
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If you only knew Reba McEntire
By Sharon Stegmuller
The history of country music an be divided into periods represented by its most influ
ential artists. Depending on one's age, country music can mean Kitty Wells, Patsy Cline,
Loretta Lynn, Tammy Wynette or Dolly Parton. For those of us living in the 1980's,
country music means Reba McEntire.
Reba's fourth and latest album, Whoever's In New England, recorded for MCA offers
further evidence that she deserves to be regarded as one of the great talents in popular
music in the 1980s. It holds promise to be as successful as her first three.
"Reba openly amits that in choosing the material for Whoever's in New England, she
was, as she puts it: 'bending over backwards to find songs for the women'. "If You Only
Knew", "Whoever's In New England", and "Little Rock" are, in my opinion, the singles
that are most likely to become hits. "If You Only Knew" is already getting significant
airplay on local country music stations.
Reba's most recent single, "Only In My Mind", boosted her status in the country
music arena, but Ms. McEntire has had some recent competition that has taken away
some of her limelight, namely Thejudds. Voted last year's best duet, they have been get
ting a lot of publicity and their recent album is already high on the charts.
Still, Reba McEntire's new album is a good one and shouldn't be underestimated.
Besides, any woman who makes it a point to write songs for and about woman deserves
all the attention she gets.

HELP!

WE NEED HELP!
Care Enterprises is sponsoring the Coronado Memorial Day 10-K run &
2 Mile Fun Run to benefit SAN D1EGANS AGAINST CHILDHOOD
CANCER and their sponsorship of the Ronald McDonald House

RACE DAY: Monday May 26, 1986
200 volunteers are needed to help in all areas
before, during, and after the race.
Volunteers will receive FREE T-shirts, coffee, juice, donuts & much more.

INTERESTED??
Sign up in the ASB Office before May 1st

Formalwear

lAimtiumQmitve
LIMOUSINE

Night & cDay*
FREE 91X Sports Wallet

Student Special $25 per hour

Enter

Prom '86
Sweepstakes

• Executive Coaches
• Stretch Coaches
• Color Television
• Phones
• Bar Set-Up
• Privacy Glass
Special Occasions
Shopping Sprees
Las Vegas-L.A.X.
Beverly Hills-Palm Springs
Weddings • Proms
Airports

Win a
180XC Riva Scooter
From Riva
of San Diego
1556 Garnet Ave., San Diego
Your Key to a Fantastic Prom and details at:

Fashion Valley
(Next to Fashion Valley 4 Theatres)

291-7810

24 Hour Service—7 Davs a Week

(619) 224-5600
(619) 224-3900
Corporate Accounts Welcome
rcp.vui

$6.00
Student
Discount

FROM

$37.50
I
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Softball squad mauls Lions
By Gabriel Martinez
Sports Editor

Getting off his you-know-what the other
day, this dense pseudo-editor (did I hum
ble myself enough?) discovered that yes,
Virginia, there is a USD womens' softball
team, and they are hot.
The Toreras met Loyola Marymount
last Tuesday in a WCAC doubleheader,
and under the skillful coaching of Larry
Caudilio, USD came out with t\vo wins
over the Lions.
In the first game, the Toreras, guided by
the pitching of senior Diane Romo (7-3),
took a while to get going, but it was worth
the wait. Going into the 3rd deadlocked at
1, USD exploded for four runs to up the
tally to 5-1. In the fifth, with a man on
first, sophomore centerfielder Jayme Feijoo blasted a homerun which was followed
shortly by two more runs on a Lion error.
When the Toreras' explosive offense let up
(which was not often), their defense came
through. While Romo tamed the Lions'
bats, the rest of the squad looked smooth
play after play. Feijoo cut off Loyola's last
attempt at a rally in the last inning by
making a spectacular catch to deny an ex
tra base hit. When the smoke cleared,
USD held the upper hand, 9-1.

In game two, the Toreras picked up
right where they left off. In the 2nd inn
ing, with bases loaded, Feijoo (again?)
ripped a liner which was misplayed by the
Lion centerfielder; three runs scored, and
Feijoo reached 3rd base to score on
Romo's sacrifice fly. Freshman leftfielder
Jeanne Weinsheim then ripped a line drive
through the legs of the Lions' 2nd
baseman, which rolled to the wall for a
round-tripper (on an error). When asked
to comment on her hit, the winded Wein
sheim could only say "My coach is a
goon."
After grabbing a run in the 4th and 6th,
USD allowed 2 runs in the bottom of the
6th when pitcher Anne Martin, in relief of
starting pitcher Claudette Whittenburg,
fell into some trouble, but USD came
roaring back in the 7th on Romo's 2 run
HR and yet another Lion error (final, 10-2
USD).
"The girls played great today", said
coach Caudilio. "Offensively and defen
sively, it all came together great for us to
day." Caudilio predicts the same to hap
pen when USD meets ClairemontMcKenna Friday at 5:00 p.m. (at USD).
The Toreras are now 15-7 overall and 2-2
in WCAC play. All students are invited to
come out and support the team tomorrow.

Toreros split four games
By Casey Tibbitts
The USD Baseball team split its four
games here last week, defeating UC Irvine
and taking one of three from defending
WCAC Champion Pepperdine. The wins
moved the Toreros to 20-18-2 overall and
3-12 in conference play. The team is 16-11
at home this year with only five more
games remaining at the SportsCenter.
The week began on April 8 against UC
Irvine, a non-conference opponent. John
Holt's RBI groundout in the 2nd inning
was all the Toreros needed to give Tom
Sizer his seventh win in twelve decisions.
Mark Trafton led the offense by going
4-for-4 and scoring twice, while Dave
Jacas, Andy Roberts, and Chris Bwy col
lected two hits each. Sizer allowed only six
hits and three walks in going the distance
for the sixth time this year.
Pepperdine came into town on the 11th
for a three game conference series. The
Toreros led 2-1 entering the seventh inn
ing, but three USD errors led to four
unearned runs and the Waves grabbed a
5-2 lead. Pepperdine scored twice more in
the ninth before USD rallied for two runs
in the bottom half to make the final 7-4.
Dan Newman lasted the first seven inn
ings, allowing only two earned runs, and
was pinned with his sixth loss against four
wins. Mike Fetters scattered nine Torero
.hits, two of them doubles by Sean Baron,
to notch the win.
In the first game of the doubleheader
Saturday, Pepperdine jumped out to a 5-0
lead after only an inning and a half, but
Trafton's first home run of the season and
a sacrifice fly by Jacas narrowed the gap to
5-2. In the fourth, Andy Roberts singled
to drive in John Holt, and then he and
Jacas both scored when the ball got past
the right fielder for a three-base error to tie
the score at 5-5. Pepperdine regained the

lead with three runs in the sixth, but Traf
ton's second home run of the game, a
three run shot, knotted it again at 8-8.
After three walks loaded the bases to start
the eighth for USD, Dan Hcheveste put
down a squeeze bunt to score Robbie
Rogers and give the Toreros their first lead
of the game at 9-8. It was short-lived,
however, as six walks by the Toreros and
three hits allowed the Waves to score
seven times to take a 15-9 lead. A sacrifice
fly by Trafton in the bottom of the ninth,
his fifth RBI of the game, made the final
15-10. Tony Battilega came on in the
ninth and faced only one batter, a walk,
but was charged with his first loss of the
year. Tom Sizer went the first eight, allow
ed only two earned runs, but was replaced
after the first two batters in the ninth
touched him for hits. In addition to Traf
ton, the Torero offense was led by
Roberts, who went 3-for-5, and Holt, who
was 2-for-2 with a walk.
The second game of the twin bill was
USD all the way as the Toreros posted a
solid 7-1 triumph. Steve Mehok went all
seven innings in only his second start of
the year to earn his first decision of the
season. He allowed only two hits and the
only run was unearned. John Bonilla col
lected two RBIs for the Toreros while
Baron, Trafton, and Dave Rolls scored
two runs apiece.
For the week, Mark Trafton was the star
going 7-for-14 (.500) with two homers, a
triple, six runs and six RBI. Sean Baron
was 4-for-ll in the three games against
Pepperdine with three doubles.
The Toreros played at UC Irvine last
Tuesday and are in Santa Clara tomorrow
and Saturday for three conference games
over the weekend. Their next home game
is one week from today on April 24th
against Azusa-Pacific at 2:30.

Pitcher Diane Romo sets to fire away

Photo by Jennifer Vallely

Netters beat USIU,
extend win streak to 11
In San Diego area men's college tennis,
USD has reigned supreme since USD
fielded its first teams in the late 60's.
Last Tuesday the Toreros played USIU
in a match that, had USIU won, would
have given the Gulls local bragging rights
for the first time. USIU entered the con
test with a formidable record of 23-5 and a
win over San Diego State. USD's record
was 15-9, including a 5-4 loss to SDSU.
Although USD was riding a 9 match win
streak, Coach Ed Collins and his team
knew they had to win this one.
"There was quite a bit of pressure on us
to win," said Collins. "We have never lost
to USIU, and this was their best team."
Each of the matches were evenly con
tested. Four of the six singles were deter
mined in 3 sets. The Gulls were repre
sented by players from 7 countries, but
they were united in their effort to upset
the Torero's win streak.
The first match completed was won by
Sennen Pamich, who defeated USD's
Chris Smith at #4. At #6 Takeshi Omono
evened the score by besting Craig Beck in
straight sets. The remaining matches ap
peared to be toss-ups. A #1 Torero Jim
McNamee lost the first set, won the se
cond, then fought back from impending
defeat to win 7-5 in the third set. USD's
Dave Stewart (#2) and Scottt Patridge (#3)
played similar matches, each losing the

middle set, then riding early service breaks
out to win by a score of 6-4 in the deciding
set. At #6 Curtis Dadian also lost the se
cond set, then held off a determined Ola
Larsson, to win in a tie-breaker.
Curtis' win clinched the team victory in
singles, which made the doubles anticlimatic. The Toreros took advantage of
USIU's resignation to sweep all three
matches, making the final score 8-1.
"It feels great to beat them," said
sophomore Dadian, "Now we have to get
ready for State (SDSU) next week."
The Toreros played a game but over
matched UCSD's squad on Friday and
won 9-0. Making appearances in the
lineup were sophomores Rick Matheson
and Rob MacKay, each winning de
cisively.
Beating the Division III Tritons upped
the Toreros record to a 17-9 and extended
its win streak to 11. Individually, the MVP
honors are being contested by Smith and
Dadian, each having identical singles and
doubles W/L records. Tied for most conse
cutive wins at 10 are Stewart and Patridge.
The Toreros finish out their dual match
schedule with road games at Chapman
College (April 18th) and Cal State Long
Beach (April 21st). Representatives from
USD will participate in both the Ojai Intercollegiates (April 24-27) and the West
Coast Athletic Conference Champion
ships (April 25-27).

Playoffs look competitive
i n C o - R e c Softball

The IM co-rec softball league finally got
the better of the weather as the regular
season came to a close last week. The up
coming playoffs figure to be the most con
tentious in recent history. The eight teams
are so well balanced that not even Perry
the Prognosticator is willing to make a
prediction. He did agree to discuss the
final for for next week so for now we will

look at how last week's games turned out.
It was a great week for Sigma Pi and
Zeta Tau Alpha. Both teams qualified
for the playoffs with two big victories.
Sigma Pi started the weekend with a 9-1
shellacking of Up Your Asset$. Bob
Dickey's fifth inning homerun broki >pen
the game and knocked the once #1 cam
Continued on Page 19
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Rumor is True:
There is a Men's Softball League
It had been 35 long days, but when Carl
Hershman threw that first pitch to Scott
McLincy, it was like old times. "Get your
head out and throw a strike." Yes, it was
just like old times. There were more errors
than hits in the NROTC's 10-8 victory
over Fiesta Pack, but no one cared. It
was just good to be playing softball again.
Most of the top teams looked' rusty, but
all managed to win. Chris Carter and
Mark Marinkovich had the big hits in
Uncle Wiggley's 5-1 win over the
Sigmisfits. This set up next week's
showdown with the Phi Kap Bushmen.
The Phi Kaps took advantage of two Yo
Baby Yo Baby Yo errors and a couple of
big hits off the bats of Ray Lozada and
John Abbate in the seventh inning to
score a 4-3 come from behind win. Bill
Mifsud was nothing short of sensational as
he struck out the first two batters of the
game and also held Jeff Grotewald hitless
for the first time this year.

Sigma Chi remained undefeated with a
12-3 wipeout of The Graduates. This
game was close for three innings, but the

hitting of Jim MacNamee and Larry Getz
helped break it wide open in the fourth.
Steamed Broccoli started day one of
their "mission" with a 6-4 victory over the
Rastafarians. The Rastafarians may be
the best 0-4 team in the league, but Uncle
Wiggley's is probably not sweating over
Broccoli's most recent win,
Don Pannier thrust himself back into
the Cy Young picture with a two hit
shutout of Public Nuisance. Mike Rish
and Greg Wilson provided all the
necessary offense in the Excriment's 4-0
victory. Halloween V came back with
their hitting shoes on, but this writer
would rather say as little as possible about
their 10-2 decision over Two Balls and a

Bat.

The big upset of the day took place in
the B league. The Kids took advantage of
four first inning walks to score five times
enroute to a 6-4 shocker over Strokin
Ballgers. Now, The Kids still have a
shot at a playoff spot, but will still need a
victory and some help from one of the
weaker teams if they are to accomplish this
goal.

Coming: 1M Womens
Slo-Pitch Softball Tournament
The entry closing date for the All Cam
pus Women's Softball Tournament is
rapidly approaching. If you haven't
entered your team, you have until
Wednesday, April 23 to get your entry in
to the IM office. There is a free agent
signup form available at the Sports Center
IM office for those who do not have a

team to play on. Women, this is your last
chance this semester to win an IM cham
pionship T-shirt and lay claim to being the
USD IM softball champions. The tourna
ment is scheduled for Saturday, April 26.
Hurry and get a team together. All cap
tains must attend a captains meeeting at
5:30 Wednesday, April 23 at the Sports
Center.

Sportstalk
Sportstalk is a weekly column written by and for the students and fac
ulty of USD. We welcome all editorials on any aspect in the sports field,
whether concerning USD or not.
Deadlines are each Monday at 12 noon for the following Thursday's
issue. Names must accompany each article, which is subject to editing
by the VISTA

Bird an amateur?
By Michael Cisneros

In a straw vote taken recently among the members of the central board of the
International Amateur Basketball Federation (FIBA), the sport's governing body
approved by 20-3 a proposal to allow professional basketball players to represent
their countries in the Olympics.
Here it goes again. It is the argument that has surfaced every time Olympic com
petition is discussed. It doesn't matter whether there are two Americans or people
from other countries fighting about it, professional athletes in "amateur" events
provide strong arguments on both sides.
First of all, amateurs compete for fun, professionals for profit. And the spirit of
the Olympic games dictates that these games are for fun. But if an athlete, especial
ly a professional athlete, wants to compete in goodwill games, without receiving
pay, why should he not be allowed to represent his country?
Something that many people might be surprised to find out in this day of high
salaried athletes and scandal, athletes still primarily play because they love the
game. And most of them love their country. I always thought that was what the
Olympic spirit was about.
So I don't think that things like a team of Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Larry Bird,
Magic Johnson, Michael Jordan and Dominique Wilkins being too powerful for
the rest of the world's countries should be taken into consideration. What does an
Olympic medal mean anyway? That you are the best in the world. If this is not
true, then maybe the medals should carry an asterisk on them saying "best
available" instead of best in the world.
As the 1988 Olympics in Seoul, Korea approach, the aspect of professional
basketball players competing for the U.S. and others (don't forget Germany's Uwe
Blab and Sudan's Manute Bol) is moving toward reality. There are really only a
few obstacles.
It is interesting that of the 23 votes cast, the three that voted down the proposi
tion, the U.S., the Soviet Union and Italy make up the dominant countries in
Olympic basketball. The U.S. Olympic Committee voted unanimously as a mat
ter of fact, against the measure, but remained in support of the International
Olympic Committee's proposal that each sport's federation (i.e. FIBA) determine
its own code of eligibility.
Another obstacle will be the resistance people have toward change. But there is
also a need for justice that most people feel deep down and in keeping with the
spirit of competition, the spirit of fairness and the spirit of the Olympics, nobody
should be denied the opportunity to display his craft for his country.
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Bikes by the Bay

Spring Special
Let the professionals at 6110
give you the image you-want
from the most conservative to
the newest trends!
Unique cuts • Styling • European hair color • Cellophanes
• Naturalized weaving • Advanced perm techniques •
Long hair specialization • Reconstructive conditioning •
Total nail care.
Also, now offering a skin care service tailored just for you.
Corrective facial treatments • Make-up • Waxing.
Gift certificates and specials on combined services available.
6110 Friars Rd. 298-6105

• Tune-ups Reg. $1950 Now $1500
• Locks & Cables 10% off
• 10% off all tires & tubes

Till May 1st
with student or staff/id

1295 Morena Blvd.

275-2266
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Positively promising in
IM puck playoffs

Floor Hockey league ended last week
with perhaps a preview of the champion
ship game in playoffs. The number one
seed took on the number two seed in a
highly skilled, low-penalty game.
Positively 4th Street and Charles
Manson and the Hanson Brothers
played to a 1 to 1 tie. Goalies for both
teams played tremendous games. The
goals that were scored by Paul Kubala and
Whitley Collins were mean, perfect shots.
It looks as if it will take a couple of perfect
shots and plays to win the championship
title. This was by far the classiest game of
the semester as both teams showed all it
takes is good sportsmanship and skill to
have a competitive, fun and rewarding

game. In fact, teams should take note that
in the history of the IM floor hockey
league, "Wrestle Mania" teams have never
won a championship. In fact, most of
those teams never make it out of the first
round of playoffs.
There were many other games played
last week that determined playoff battles.
Expensive Habits defeated Victory
Through Violence (6-3) to clinch se
cond in their league. Victory Through
Violence, by virtue of their three wins
ended up in third place with a first round
entry in the playoffs. Better Than The
Gods tied for first place with the Staff
Slashers by winning their game against
Sigma Chi Pledge Class (3-2) and tying

ASB & Bus 101
sponsor a

BLOOD DRIVE
April 22 & 23
9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Salomon Lecture Hall
please participate and
give the gift of life

the Staff Slashers 1 to 1. In the same
league, Fraternal Grip clinched the third
place spot and a playoff slot by defeating
Reckless Abandon by a score of 4 to 1.
Tim Geddes and Terry Hill both scored
two goals to lead Fraternal Grip.
It Burns When I? went 5 and 0, laying
claim to the only men's team to go
undefeated and untied this semester. John
Ambrose led It Burns When I? with 3
goals over Sigma Chi #99 who defeated
Death Before Defeat by a score of 4 to
1. Bill Jones, Mark Carlson, Steve Garis
and Mike Grassel all scored for Sigma
Chi #99 to help insure a playoff spot.
Sigma Chi #1 upset the Broadstreet
Bullies 2 to 1 in their final game.
Hoekstra and Ceniceroz both scored to
pull off the big upset. This, however did
not take away the second place finish for
the Broadstreet Bullies and a playoff
spot. Perhaps the Broadstreet Bullies
were looking too far in advance and forget
about their last game. Mary Power's Il
legitimate Children clinched the third
place spot by strangling the Umbilical
Chokeholds 5 to 3. This game was for a
playoff spot for both teams. A great team
effort was put forth by the Illegitimate
Children as five players all scored a point
apiece.
Return of the Pink insured a first
place finish by defeating Catch A Fire.
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Playoffs
Continued from Page 17
out of the playoffs. Rick Holguin also
circled the base twice for the winners. He
was even given credit for a homerun on
one of them. In their second game, Sigma
Pi was given quite a struggle by Trivial
Pursuit. Jacque Myric, Mark Veals, and
Rick Glass led a potent attack for the
underdogs, but Kevin Hayes and Casey
Tibbits did too much hitting in the 9-7
game. Kelly Curtis and Joan Dannemiller
also had big games for the winning team.
Earlier, Trivial Pursuit and Zeta Tau
Alpha locked up in a wild contest. Pat
Connolly, Johnny Northdurft, and Marie
Skahill put on their hitting shoes and led
their team to 11 runs. Unfortunately for
Trivial Pursuit, the trio of Jim Scott,
Steve Cascioppo, and Johnny Yaldo
teamed for an unheard of 20 hits. In addi
tion Gina Sparks, Michelle Ghia, and
Shannon Smith were a combined 13 for
15 in the 21-11 slugfest.
In the final game of the week, sanity
returned (sort of). Despite a big game from
Veronica Morrin, Zeta Tau Alpha was
able to take second place in the afternoon
league with an 8-2 decision over Know
Accounts. Shannon Smith continued
her hot hitting as the victors showed too
much fire power for Paul Durr's team. The
playoffs, however, may be a' different
story. In any event tbey should prove
interesting.

^ C0LLEG,ATE BUCKLEUP CHAUENGE

April 18, 1986
12-2 pm
In front of Serra
* FREE FOOD *
Come see teams from USD, SDSU, and UCSD
Compete for a $500 prize
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FOR ALL YOU DO.. .THIS
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Inner tube water polo
Only two games were played last week
in innertube water polo. In the first game,

Sid Suntan and the Coppertones
defeated Real Men Don't Speak Greek
in a high scoring game (21-16). Eileen
Tumlin was a one-woman scoring
machine as she scored 19 of her teams 21
points allowing Marion Keegan their only
two other points. For Real Men Don't
Speak Greek, Terry McGreth led their
ladies with 8 points and John Masa led
their men with three points. Also con
tributing four goals was Melanie Stanton.
The second game of the day pitted
Mens Rea against the Silly Savages.
The Silly Savages weren't ready for the
offensive punch of Mens Rea as they suc
cumbed by a score of 27 to 12. Mens Rea

seem to have some offensive power as this
is the second week that they have gone
over 20 points. Lisa Beaslley led Mens
Rea with 14 points. Sheila Bitlle pitched
in another 6 and Magical Mark tossed in
four to lead their men in scoring. For the
Silly Savages, the powerful arm of Loretta O'Connor gave them 6 of their 12
points. Mark Homan led their men with
two points.
This Friday, games continue at 3:00
p.m. Come out and watch a fun filled
sport.

1. Mens Rea
2. 4Guys and 3Girls
3. Sid Suntan and the Coppertones
4. Real Men Don't Speak Greek
5. Alcoholics in Action

Terminators remain
team to beat
The Co-rec Soccer League saw it's last
regular season game day pass by with three
hard fought defensive battles. The first game
was for the A-Division title and a first round
bye in next week's playoffs. It was a matchup
between #1 ranked Desperately Seeking

a Goal and the #2 seeded Terminators.
Desperately Seeking started off with a
ferocious offensive attack, and only some
solid defense and spectacular goalkeeping
by John Pentelei-Molnar kept the game
scoreless. About ten minutes into the
game it was time for the scenario which
Terminator players and opponents have
seen so many times in the past. Kirash
Depahne, the one-man wrecking crew,
took a pass, turned and hammered a
20-yard bullet into the upper corner of the
net past the otherwise flawless Anthony
"Schlazie" LaCasto. The remainder of the
half saw both teams create numerous scor
ing chances, but neither could convert
them for points (one of these included a
play by a certain Amy Rader of the Terminators , which gave new meaning to
the concept 'choke').
In the second half, the Terminators
sealed their defense and were determined
to maintain their lead. Continually good
goalkeeping by Pentelei-Molnar and spec
tacular performances on defense by Gabe
Martinez and Frank Fleming upheld the
1-0 score despite Desperately Seeking
pulling their goalie and narrowly missing
on two occasions to tie or even pull this
one out. It was definitely the best Co-rec
soccer match of the season, and resulted
in the two teams switching rankings in
this weeks' poll.
The second match of the day saw a
meaningless game (as far as the playoffs
were concerned) between Alcoholics in
Action and Learned Foot, but it was a
fair and enjoyable game nonetheless. Most
of the action was in the midfield and not
many scoring opportunities were created.
The only score of the game came earlv in

the second half when Laura Czekanski
angled in a 2 pointer from the top of the
box to give the Alcoholics a 2-0 victory,
their first of the season and Learned Foot
ended their season in the agony of defeat.
In the final action of the day, last year's
champs RG and the Sweet Peas face
Brain Damage, a team which earlier on
in the day had clinched a playoff spot due
to a forfeit win. The Sweet Peas were
determined to show that last week's loss to
Watch Out was a fluke and went on top
early in the opening minutes as Chuck
Lynch "staggered" into a well placed cross
and headed it home. Surprisingly, this was
the only goal of the game as a struggling
Brain Damage offense (without the ser
vices of one of their key players, Miles
Gettings, who was unfortunately a
Deadhead that day) and tight Sweet
Peas defense resulted in the 1-0 score.
The playoffs start this Saturday with the
#3 ranked Desperately Seeking playing
the unranked and heavy underdog Brain
Damage (BD Captain John Vance has
that Rocky Balboa look in his eyes,
however). The winner will then play later
that day against the #2 seed, Watch Out,
who ended their season undefeated at
4-0-1. In the other bracket, #4 Sweet
Peas will do battle with #5 Wally
World. This should turn out to be a bat
tle, quite literally, with the remains play
ing against the #1 seeded Terminators.
The final will be played on April 26 (barr
ing bad weather) and could very well be a
rematch of this weeks' classic.

Look for
IM BB playoff
picture
NEXT WEEK

Who needs the
While a bunch of no-names were hack
ing around at a small Georgian golf
course, the real golfers were taking to the
links at the famed Mission Bay Golf
Course. It makes no sense that the
Masters was televised while the USD
Open was relegated to a small article in
the VISTA. Let's face it—did the Masters
have a superman kite flying on the back of
the tournament director's cart? Did the
Masters have its tournament director go
rollng down the 15th fairway after falling
off the car? Did the Masters have the
world's tallest golfing twosome? Well, the
USD Open had all this and more. What it
didn't have was an old man backing into
the title when his opponent bogeyed the
final hole.
After nine holes of the USD Open, the
team of Mike Stoberski/Mike Connery
had the lead at 5 under par. No one knew
this at the time, since the defending cochampions refused to let anyone know
their score. This tournament even had
paranoia. Close behind the leaders was
Danny O'Grady/Pat McNamara at 3
under, while the teams of Wayne Zimmer

man/Brian Kane and Tim Darst/Eileen
Kinsella were each at 2 under.
Darst/Kinsella played the back nine in
even par to claim the co-rec title and 4th
place overall.
In the late rounds, the tournament
became a two team race. After 16 holes,
O'Grady/McNamara were at 4 under.
Connery/Stoberski were in the clubhouse
at 5 under. On the 17th, O'Grady came
oh so close to sinking a 15 foot birdie putt.
He made up for this miss with a career
drive which went to the fringe of the 310yard 18th hole. Pat McNamara ended up
sinking the birdie putt which meant the
tournament had co-champions for the
third consecutive year.
At the other end of the spectrum, Mario
Coronado/Rick Eberhardt and Don Pan
nier/Mike Hamilton were the only teams
to finish above par. Give Eberhardt credit,
however, for keeping his team as low as 1
over par. On his own, Coronado would
have broke 100. Even more amazing was
that despite stretching the concept of
winter rules far beyond the breaking
point, Pannier/Hamilton still managed to
finish dead last at 4 over par.

I m ' H w i i B Highlights
*....

INTRAMURAL SCOREBOARD
APRIL 7-13
MENS SOFTBALL
NROTC
Taiwan
Sigma Chi
Uncle Wiggley's
PhiKaps
Steamed Broccoli
Halloween V
Excriments
The Kids

10
6
12

5
4
6
10
4
6

Fiesta Pack
Slide Em In
Graduates
Sigmisfits
Yo Baby Yo BabyYo
Rastafarians
Two Balls and a Bat .
Public Nuisance ....
Strokin Ballgers ....

.5
.3
.1

.3
.4
.2

.0
.4

5X5 BASKETBALL - B LEAGUE
Righteous Brothers
Sigma Pi III
TBA
Still Blazing
Ofers

Free and Easy

PLAY

45
48
37
57
54
61
49
35
54
59
44
52

Helicopters
Sigma Pi II
Roh-Sham-Boh
Runnin Rectums
Fargin Iceholes
Nucleophilic Attack
NROTC
Who Flactuated
Five On the Floor
Tijuana Vagrants
Death Machine

IM
SPORTS

35
47
36
50
35
38
37
26
31
26
34
48

